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ABSTRACT 

Many ancient Chinese bronze mirrors have survived with a patina that leaves the delicate 
relief surface decorations intact. The microstructure of these ancient mirrors is two-phase and 
consists of acicular a-phase (Cu-rich) regions encased in a &-phase (Sn-rich) matrix. At the 
surface, there is evidence of selective dissolution of the a phase; the a-phase regions are 
replaced pseudomorphically by a mineral product with the 6 phase remaining metallic. 
Electrochemical polarization has been used to drive the copper dealloying process in modem, 
cast bronze. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction was employed to compare the ancient samples with 
those that were prepared potentiostatically. Poorly crystallized tin oxide (Sn03 was found in 
the a replacement products of both sample types. The corrosion-resistance of the 
potentiostatically-treated bronze samples was tested by atmospheric exposure. Comparison with 
exposed, untreated samples indicated that the treatment was protective. 

INTRODUCTION 

Copper alloys have been considered for use in such diverse applications as nuclear waste 
disposal containers' and architectural design elements2. Archaeological objects have been 
studied to determine how these alloys react to extended burial.' The corrosion-resistance of tin- 
bronze is demonstrated by the abundance of bronze artifacts found in disparate environments. 
For example, ancient Chinese bronze minors have survived for 2000 years with little 
deterioration of their original surface decorations. Ancient bronze mirrors often have a smooth, 
sometimes lustrous patina. The composition of the ancient mirrors is typically 70 % Cu, 25 % 
Sn and 5 %  Pb by weight.3*' Bronze of this composition consists of two phases, a! (Cu-rich) 
and 6 (Sn-rich), arranged as a-phase needles in a 6-phase matrix. The mirrors have been labeled 
corrosion-resistant because the intricate details of the cast surface decorations on the backs have 
not been obscured by corrosion in the thousands of years since they were made.3.5.6 However, 
closer inspection reveals that corrosion has indeed penetrated the surface to a thickness on the 
order of a tenth of a millimeter. The a! phase near the surface has been replaced by a corrosion 
product with the 6 phase remaining metallic. This region at the surface is known as the "altered 
region. " The a-phase replacement product appears to be poorly crystall% Sn02.3*7 

A selective dissolution mechanism for the replacement of the a phase has been sugge~ted.~.' 
Previous work by potentiostatic treatment on modem cast bronze has confirmed a selective 
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dissolution mechanism.* The microstructures of the resulting surface layers were found to be 
similar to those of the ancient objects. 

The patinas on ancient mirrors have been tested for corrosion-resistance and found to compare 
favorably with modern polymeric  coating^.^ 

The present work investigates the nature of the a-replacement phase in both ancient and 
modem samples more fully through the use of x-ray diffrattion (XRD). An atmospheric 
exposure experiment has been done to test the corrosion-resistance of the potentiostatically- 
formed surface of modem samples. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Both ancient and modem alloy samples were investigated.- Two alloy compositions were cast 
at Brookhaven National Laboratory. These alloys contained 10 and 25 % Sn by weight in copper 
(Cu-1OSn and Cu-25Sn, respectively). Ribbons of Cu-lOSn, a single-phase alloy, were used as 
a way to isolate the a phase from the bulk alloy. One-inch diameter pieces of the Cu-25Sn, 
two-phase alloy were used in the atmospheric exposure experiment. 

The "ribbon cells" were made by embedding Cu-1OSn ribbons, of about 50pm thickness, in 
epoxy between sheets of Mylar. One end of the ribbon was left uncoated and used as the 
electrical connection. The potentiostatic treatment was performed by immersing the other end 
of the ribbon cell into solution in a beaker. In this way, the corrosion product was captured 
within the epoxy/Mylar matrix. 

Potentiostatic treatment 

Two solutions were used: 0.01 M sulfuric acid and 1 EX [NH, + NH,+]. The latter was a 
1:l mixture of 0.5 M (NH,),SO, and 1 M NH, (63.07 mL NH,OH/L). The acid solution was 
chosen because the ancient samples may have been buried in an acidic soil or treated purposely 
in acid by ancient craftsmen. Burial sites contain ammonia and the effect of the complexation 
of ammonia with copper was of interest. 

Observation of the electrochemical behavior of the pure metals and alloys in the two chosen 
solutions allowed for selection of potentiostatic treatment potentials at which copper would be 
expected to dissolve and tin would be incorporated into an oxide.* 

The dealloying treatments were conducted in beakers that were covered to minimize solution 
evaporation since the treatments extended over several days. The bronze working electrode was 
held at a constant DC potential versus a copper pseudo-reference electrode. The potential was 
periodically checked using a stable mercury/mercurous sulfate (MSE) reference electrode. High 
purity copper was used for both the pseudo-reference and the counter electrodes. 

X-rav diffraction 

Two types of samples were investigated: corrosion products from ribbon cells and scrapings 
from. ancient mirrors. 

The Mylar "ribbon cells" were split open and the corrosion product was collected. Samples 
were scraped from the surfaces of three ancient mirrors at the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian 
Institution with a steel scalpel. Each sample was ground with an agate mortar and pestle and 
contained in a fine glass capillary tube. If only a small amount of material was available, a glass 
rod was inserted into the capillary to keep the powder in place. The data from scrapings from 
the backs of mirrors JCP23 and JCP25 in the Plumer Collection are shown in this paper. 



DISCLAIMER 
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mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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The data were collected at Beamline X7A at the National Synchrotron Light Source, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. A position sensitive detector was used to make all of the 
measurements. The capillaries were spun while the spectra were being acquired. The beam 
width was chosen to include the powder while excluding as much of the glass as possible. The 
ribbon spectra were taken using an x-ray wavelength of 1.4020 A. The spectra of the scrapings 
were taken using an x-ray wavelength of 1.42418 A. The energies corresponding to these two ' 
wavelengths are below that of the tin K-absorption edge (29,200 eV). All results are shown in 
terms of sinB/X. 

Atmospheric exposure experiment 

Six slices, each about 2.5. mm thick, were cut from a- round boule of Cu-25Sn for an 
atmospheric exposure experiment. All of the pieces were polished to 0.25 pm diamond finish 
on one face to simulate a polished ancient minor face. Two slices were prepared 
potentiostatically for 48 hours in each solution. The remaining two pieces were left untreated. 

The six samples were mounted on a plexiglass sheet with nylon screws. The plexiglass sheet 
was attached to a wooden stand at a 45" angle to the vertical. The samples were alternated so 
that saniples of different treatments were next to one another. 

The sample holder was fixed on the roof of Building 480 at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
with the samples facing south. The saniples remained there for six months starting in midJune. 
Color photographs were taken at least once a week to monitor color or surface changes. A 
standard color chart was included in each photograph to aid in determining color shifts. 

A cross-sectional metallographic specimen was made from one sample of each treatment after 
exposure. 

RESULTS 

A cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph sample of an ancient mirror is shown in Fig. 
1. The bulk alloy is at the bottom left of the picture. The light grey material is the &phase 
matrix. The bright white areas are lead globules; lead is insoluble in bronze. The honeycomb 
area above the bulk two-phase metal is the altered region. The dark material contained within 
the altered region is the a-phase replacement product. 

Figure 1. Cross-sectional 
micrograph of the surface 
of a Chinese mirror (FGA: 
JCP14) showing the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
microstructure of the bulk, 
two-phase alloy (bottom 
left) below the aItered 
region. The bright white 
areas are lead globules. 
(SEM, backscattered mode) 
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Figure 2. Synchrotron XRD 
patterns from ancient and 
modem samples: (a) ancient 
mirror 3CP23, (b) ancient 
mirror 3CP25, (c) a-bronze 
treated in sulfuric k id ,  and (d) 
a-bronze treated in ammonia. 
The vertical lines indicate the 
positions of the high intensity 
peaks of SnO,. 
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Figures 2(a) and (b) are XRD patterns obtained from samples taken from ancient mirror 
surface scrapings. Figure 2(c) is the pattern of the corrosion product formed on a single-phase 
a-bronze ribbon in sulfuric acid and Fig. 2(d) is of the product formed in ammonia. The dotted 
lines indicate the positions of the high intensity peaks of cassiterite mineral (SnO,, JCPDS 41- 
1445). We observe broad peaks at these locations in all of the specimens. The sharp peaks in 
the two-phase mirrors (Figs. 2(a), (b)) correspond to the metallic 6-phase matrix. The 6 phase 
is expected since the scraping removed portions of the altered region which contains 6- phase 
metal. The sharp peaks in Figs. 2(c) and (d) correspond to the mineral chalcanthite 
(CuSO4.5H,O, JCPDS 11-646). Sulfate was the anion in both solutions. 

Figure 3. Atmospheric exposure sampIes: (a) the frrst day of the experiment and (b) after 6 
months exposure. The samples were, from left: untreated, ammonia-treated, acid-treated, 
untreated, ammonia-treated, acid-treated. The untreated samples appear cloudy after exposure. 



Figure 4. Optical micrograph of 
cross-section of untreated sample 
after six months atmospheric 
exposure. The two-phase bulk 
material is visible (top). At the 
surface, preferential attack of the 
CY phase is seen in places. lOpm - 

Figure 3(a) shows the atmospheric exposure samples on the first day of exposure. A 
photograph of the sampIes after si% months exposure is shown in Fig. 3(b). The samples were, 
from left: untreated, ammonia-treated, acid-treated, untreated, ammonia-treated, acid-treated. 
The appearances of the treated samples have not changed visibly. The untreated samples, 
however, appear cloudy after exposure. 

An optical micrograph of a cross-section of one of the untreated samples is shown in Fig. 4. 
The two-phase bulk material is visible; the CY phase appears light in a darker gray &phase 
matrix. At the surface, preferential attack of the CY phase is seen in places. 

DISCUSSION 

The diffraction patterns of the ancient mirror samples and those of the modem single-phase 
material have a similar background shape. This shape can be seen to contain broad "peaks" at 
the positions of the high intensity peaks for crystalline tin oxide. The better definition in the 
patterns of the ancient samples could be due to the age of these samples which allowed the 
material to become more crystalline. Gettens reports diffuse lines in the XRD patterns of 
samples of ancient bronzes with a similar microstructure (Le., altered region).' He attributes 
these peaks to a hydrated form of Sn02. The line-broadening may also be due to very small 
crystal size. The CY replacement product in treated, two-phase bronze is currently being 
investigated with transmission electron microscopy. 

The altered region formed by potentiostatic treatment of bronze appears to be protective shce 
only the untreated samples were visibly different after six months of exposure. The a-phase 
replacement product appears to act as a diffusion barrier to prevent further corrosion after 
treatment. Selective dissolution of the 6 phase is sometimes Seen h ancient samples. The 
observation of preferential attack of the CY phase in the untreated samples may be of consequence 
when determining the causes of attack of each phase in an uncontrolled environment such as a 
burial site. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The a-phase replacement product produced by potentiostatic treatment of bronze is similar 
to that found in the altered layer of ancient Chinese mirrors. Both modem and ancient 
samples contain poorly crystallized SnO,. 

2. Potentiostatic treatment of two-phase bronze produces a protective, corrosion-resistant 
surface. 
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